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Abstra t. Several resear hers are using evolutionary sear h methods to
sear h for test data with whi h to test a program. The tness or ost
fun tion depends on the test goal but almost invariably an important
omponent of the ost fun tion is an estimate of the ost of satisfying
a predi ate expression as might o ur in bran hes, ex eption onditions,
et . This paper reviews the ommonly used ost fun tions and points out
some de ien ies. Alternative ost fun tions are proposed to over ome
these de ien ies. The eviden e from an experiment is that they are more
reliable.
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Introdu tion

Several resear hers are using evolutionary sear h methods to sear h for test data
with whi h to test a program. The tness or ost fun tion depends on the test
goal but almost invariably an important omponent of the ost fun tion is an
estimate of the ost of satisfying a predi ate expression as might o ur in a
bran h ondition, an ex eption ondition, et .
As an example of the most basi instrumentation, onsider a sear h for test
data that will exe ute a given sequen e of bran hes in a program. A re ord may
be kept of the values of all bran h predi ate expressions exe uted. A ost for the
given input is omputed by ounting the number of bran hes that have not been
satis ed. This is the method used by Pargas et al. [5℄.
Although a ount of undesired bran h de isions provides some guidan e to
the sear h; all the test ases that fail to satisfy the same bran h are given the
same ost. At this point, the ost surfa e over the sear h spa e has be ome at
and the sear h be omes random. As an example, onsider the program fragment
below.
...
if (a <= b)
...

// EXECUTION REQUIRED TO ENTER THIS BRANCH

Suppose a test ase is required to ause exe ution of the true bran h of the
onditional shown above. If the required bran h is diÆ ult to enter, many test
ases will ause a <= b to be false. To dis riminate between these tests, the
program is instrumented to al ulate a ost measure that penalises those tests

that may be onsidered to be \far from" satisfying a <= b. As an example of a
possible ost fun tion for the ondition a <= b, the value of a b in reases as a
be omes larger than b and a zero or negative ost indi ates that a solution has
been found. Through instrumentation, the subje t program has in e e t been
onverted into another program that omputes a fun tion that is to be minimised
to zero. This approa h has been used by Korel [2℄, Tra ey et al. [7℄, [8℄, Wegener
et al. [9℄, Jones [1℄ and Mi hael [4℄ [3℄.
Clearly, the e e tiveness of the sear h depends on the reliability of the ost
fun tions used for the relational and logi al expressions. This paper reviews the
ommonly used ost fun tions and points out some ases where they are de ient.
Alternative ost fun tions are proposed to over ome these de ien ies. A small
experiment provides some eviden e that the alternative ost fun tions are more
reliable, and more so for relatively simple programs.
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Cost Fun tions for Relational Predi ates

Table 1 shows the ommonly used ost fun tions for the relational predi ates.
a; b are numbers and  is a positive number.
Table 1.

Relational predi ate ost table using onventional ost fun tions

Predi ate expression Cost of not satisfying predi ate expression



a
b
a<b
a=b
a=b

6

a
b
a
b+
abs(a b)

abs(a b)

Sin e, logi ally equivalent expressions express the same ondition, ideally
they should have equal osts. In purely integer domains, a + 1  b , a < b.
Sin e ost(a + 1  b) = a + 1 b and ost(a < b) = a +  b, this entails  = 1.
In real domains,  is the smallest positive real.
It should be emphasised that a b as the ost of satisfying a  b is at best
a heuristi . Usually, the input test ase determines the values of the operands
a; b only indire tly and any intervening statements have the potential to produ e a ost surfa e as a fun tion of the inputs that is far more omplex than
a
b. Nonetheless, many arithmeti operations do not destroy the reliability of
the heuristi and it remains e e tive where inputs are modi ed in the manner
illustrated in the example below
a := a * a - k;
if (a <= 0)

It is, of ourse, possible for the heuristi to be de eptive. Consider the program fragment

a := (a * a + 1) mod 65;
if (a <= 0)
a
a

In this fragment, the ost of a <= 0 de reases as a (input) approa hes 0. At
= 0 the ost fun tion attains a lo al minimum value of 1 but the solution is
= 8. It is also possible for the heuristi to be ompletely uninformative as in

a := random(a);
if (a <= 0)
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Cost Fun tions for Logi al Operators

Cost fun tions may be de ned for the logi al operators not, or and and in order to
de ne a ost for ompound predi ate expressions su h as a <= b and not(a > 0).
Consider rst the logi al negation operator.
Some resear hers avoid an expli it ost fun tion for logi al negation and instead rewrite expressions that ontain negation into a form that is negation free.
So for example, not (a <= b) is rewritten as a > b. Introdu ing a ost fun tion
for logi al negation avoids the need to rewrite expressions; indeed by introdu ing a ost fun tion for ea h relational and logi al predi ate, ost fun tions may
be isomorphi to predi ate expressions whi h allows ost fun tions to be onstru ted in a simple syntax dire ted manner. This is an important onsideration
when building tools.
The ost fun tion for negation an be derived from the requirement that
ost(a  b) = ost(:(a > b)), i.e. a b should equal (b
a + ) +  and hen e
ost(:a) =
ost(a) + .
The use of logi al negation also introdu es the need for a ost to be assigned
to a true predi ate expression. In parti ular, the logi al onstant, true may be
given a ost of max ost and the logi al onstant, f alse has a ost of max ost.
The use of these large absolute values re e ts the fa t that the logi al onstant
f alse an never be satis ed, and true an never be falsi ed. In this s heme, all
ost fun tions are bounded by max ost and max ost.
Consider next the ost fun tion for a disjun tion. Clearly, when the operands
have di erent truth values, the ost of the disjun tion should be the ost of the
true operand. This leaves the ases where the operands have the same truth
value. In this ase, a popular hoi e for the ost of a disjun tion is the ost of
the operand with the lowest ost i.e. the ost fun tion is the min fun tion. The
ommon orresponding ost fun tion for the onjun tion is the max fun tion.
The ost tables for logi al negation, or and and are summarised in Table 2,
where a is the ost of a boolean expression a. In Table 2, a and b are positive
(f alse) and a and b are non-positive (true).
The ost fun tions of Table 2 have been used by a number of resear hers.
Tra ey et al. [7℄ use essentially the same ost fun tions although their's are
restri ted to nonnegative values, they measure only the ost of not satisfying an expression and negation is removed by rewriting expressions. A notable
di eren e, however, is the use of + rather than max for onjun tion so that
ost(a ^ b) = ost(a) + ost(b).
0

0

Table 2.

Logi al operator ost table using onventional ost fun tions
a b

a
a
0
a
0
a
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b
0
b
b
0
b

:a

a

_b

+  min(

a

^b

a ; b ) max( a ; b )
0
a
b
0
0
b
a+
a
0
0
0
0
min( a ; b ) max( a ; b )
a

Cost Fun tion Reliability

4.1

Analyti al

onsiderations

The fun tions min and max have be ome popular for various forms of logi al
reasoning under un ertainty [6℄ sin e Zadeh proposed them for fuzzy logi [11℄.
In fuzzy logi , true is represented by 1 and f alse by 0 and intermediate values
lie in between. The truth value of a fuzzy disjun tion is the maximum of the
truth values of the operands, the value of a fuzzy onjun tion is the minimum
of the operand truth values. The ommon use of the fun tions min and max1
should not obs ure the fa t that the intended interpretation in test data sear h
is quite di erent.
Fuzzy logi is on erned with formalising reasoning with vague on epts
where the vagueness is formalised as a fuzzy set. The justi ation for the use of
min and max in fuzzy logi
omes from the orresponding union and interse tion operations for fuzzy sets. The osts asso iated with logi al expressions to
guide sear h are not intended to measure vagueness.
Given that the osts of predi ate expressions are intended to estimate sear h
e ort, some properties whi h ould be onsidered essential are:
1. The ost of a disjun tion should be no more than the ost of either disjun t,
i.e. ost(a)  ost(a _ b) and ost(b)  ost(a _ b).
2. The ost of a onjun tion should be no less than the ost of either onjun t,
i.e. ost(a)  ost(a ^ b) and ost(b)  ost(a ^ b).
3. The ost of logi ally equivalent expressions should be equal.
Property 1 an be justi ed on the grounds that adding an alternative means
of satisfying a ondition annot make that ondition more diÆ ult to satisfy and
so annot in rease the ost. The min fun tion satis es property 1 but makes the
assumption that the ost of a disjun tion is the maximum ost onsistent with
property 1. The argument for property 2 is analogous to that for the disjun tion.
The max fun tion satis es property 2 but makes the assumption that the ost
of a onjun tion is the lowest ost onsistent with property 2.
Property 3 requires the ost fun tions to be onsistent with the asso iative, ommutative and distributive laws. Examples of other laws in lude: ost(a)
1 In fuzzy logi truth in reases with numeri al value so min orresponds to max and
vi e versa.

should equal ost(a _ a) and ost(a _ b) should equal ost(:(: a ^ : b)). The
ost fun tions of Table 2 satisfy all three of these properties.
Although all three properties would appear ne essary, it might be advantageous to trade some violation of the third property for a more reliable or informative fun tion. Re all the use by Tra ey [7℄ of + instead of max as the ost of a onjun tion. To use + instead of max for the ost of a onjun tion, while retaining
min for the ost of a disjun tion is to give up the property that logi ally equivalent expressions have the same ost. In parti ular, the distributive law of disjun tion over onjun tion is not satis ed be ause ost(a _ (b ^ )) = min(a; b + )2
but ost((a _ b) ^ (a _ )) = min(a; b)+ min(a; ). De Morgan's law is not satis ed
either.
A possible onsequen e of this is illustrated in the ode fragment below where
two logi ally equivalent expressions appear in distin t subgoals. Assume that the
test goal is to nd a test that will exe ute either of the statements z := 0;, i.e.
to satisfy either (x < 4 or y < 4) or not (x >= 4 and y >= 4).
if (x + y >= 16)
if (x < 4 or y < 4)
z := 0;
else
if (not (x >= 4 and y >= 4))
z := 0;

To exaggerate the in onsisten y and also for the sake of larity, variables are
taken to be integer so that  = 1. When x = 8, y = 8, the ost is min(5; 5) = 5 but
when x = 7, y = 8, whi h is a better test, the ost is higher at ( 3+ 4)+1 = 8.
The possible bias this might introdu e in examples su h as that shown above
might well be ompensated for by a more general reliability advantage of +
over max. + rewards a de rease in the osts of both onjun ts more than it
rewards a orresponding de rease in the ost of just one. For example, onsider
the problem of satisfying the ondition x = 0 and y = 0. A move by a sear h
algorithm from the (x; y ) point (4; 6) to the point (3; 5) is rewarded by + in
a ost de rease of 2 but max produ es only a ost de rease of 1. Similarly, a
detrimental move from (4; 6) to (5; 7) is penalised more heavily by + than by
max. The fun tion + would seem to be more dis riminating.
Continuing in this dire tion, the use of min as the ost fun tion for disjun tion may be re onsidered in the hope of nding some di erent fun tion,
analogous to +, that is more dis riminating than min. Consider, for example,
the following program fragment.
x := 1;
while (x <= 0 or y = 5)

2 Note that the notation of

// EXECUTION REQUIRED TO ENTER LOOP

a as the numeri ost of the boolean expression a is being
dropped from here on. A symbol a may denote either a boolean expression or its
numeri ost, as determined by the ontext.

When sear hing for values for the variables x and y to enter the while loop,
the value of x is 1 when the onditional is rst evaluated and so the ost of
x <= 0 is 1 and this will in fa t be the ost of the predi ate expression for all
input values unless y = 5. A at surfa e in the ost fun tion provides no guidan e
to the sear h.
One way to interpret this problem is to onsider that the ost of 1 for x <= 0
should, initially at least, be mu h higher given the impossibility of hanging the
value of x from this value until entry into the loop. Determining su h fa ts about
the values of arbitrary variables in a program is of ourse just as hard a problem
as that of nding test data.
Sin e the min fun tion ignores improvement in the ost of the more ostly
operand, a more dis riminating fun tion might be onstru ted that takes a ount
of a ost improvement in either operand. Su h an alternative is the ratio of the
produ t of the osts to the sum of the osts, i.e.
ost(a

_ b) = a ab
:
+b

The table of osts below shows how this ost fun tion solves the problem in
the previous example.
Table 3.

As y approa hes 5, the ost de reases towards 0.
y
9
x <= 0
1
y = 5
4
x <= 0 or y = 5 0.8

Table 4.

proposed logi al
a b a
0

b
0
a

0

a b a

and

ost table

_b a^b
0

a b
0
a b

0

and logi al

ab
a+b

a b

0

or

8 7 6 5
1 1 1 1
3 2 1 0
0.75 0.67 0.5 0

+ b0

a+b
a
b

a0 b 0
a0 +b0

The proposed ost fun tions for or and and are shown in Table 4. Note
that when a = b = 0 then ost(a ^ b) = 0. The above ost fun tions satisfy
properties 1 and 2 but do not satisfy the property of equal osts for logi ally
equivalent expressions. The error in satisfying De'Morgan's law, i.e. ost(a _ b) 6=
0

0

:(:a ^ :b)) is due to the presen e of , the positive o set from zero for the
osts of all false predi ates that is absent from the osts of true expressions.
This anomaly an be removed by modifying the relational predi ate ost fun tions to produ e values symmetri al about zero in the range [ max ost; ℄ [
[; max ost℄ (as shown in Table 5) and to de ne the ost of logi al negation as
ost(:p) =
ost(p).
ost(

Table 5.

Relational predi ates with osts symmetri al about zero

Predi ate expression Cost of predi ate expression
ab
a b,
a>b
a b
,
ab
a<b
a b + ,
ab
a b,
a<b
a=b
abs(a b), a 6= b
,
a=b

Other in onsisten ies remain, however. For example, ost(a) 6= ost(a _ a).
The di eren e between ost(a) and ost(a _ a _ a) is greater still with the differen e bounded by ost(a). The di eren e between ost(a) and ost(a ^ a) is
ost(a) and is unbounded as the number of onjun tions of a in reases. In pra ti e, su h expressions are likely to be relatively rare be ause programmers tend
to avoid writing expressions that are learly ineÆ ient.
One of the problems with the ost fun tion aab
+b is that when one operand is
very small, hanges in the other are not signi ant. When the ost of b =  then
ab
= aa
a+b
+ whi h be ause of rounding error an only safely be taken to be . As an
example of this problem, onsider the ondition not((i <= 9.0) and (x = 0.0))
where x and i are real and so  is the smallest positive real. Table 6 shows the
ost al ulations for di erent values of i when x = 0:0. The ost remains the
same at  for all values of i up to 9 and so provides no guidan e for the sear h.
Table 6.

A at ost fun tion when x = 0:0

i
i <= 9.0
x = 0.0
i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0
not(i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0)

6.0
3:0






7.0
2:0






8.0
1:0

9.0












10.0
1:0 + 


1:0 + 
1:0 

To assign a ost of  (the least positive value in the relevant number domain
and the lowest possible ost for a false predi ate expression) to a single relational

expression su h as a < b leaves no room to give a lower ost to disjun tive
expressions that in lude a < b as one of the disjun ts. Re all the requirement
that ost(a)  ost(a _ b).
Cost fun tions for relational predi ates an be modi ed to over ome this
problem by setting the absolute minimum ost for any single relational predi ate
expression to be some value signi antly larger than , say R  1. The osts of
relational predi ates in this s heme is given in Table 7.
Table 7.

Modi ed relational predi ate ost fun tions

Predi ate expression Cost of predi ate expression
ab
a b+R
;
a>b
a

a<b
a

a
a

=b

b

R;

a

b + R;
b
R + ;

abs(a
R;

b) + R

b


a
b
a<b
;
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a=b
a=b

In Table 8 the ost al ulations of the previous example are repeated but
with the use of the modi ed relational predi ate ost fun tions with R = 1. The
ost of not(i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0) now de reases as i approa hes 9.0.
Table 8.

A de reasing ost fun tion

i
6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
i <= 9.0
4:0 3:0 2:0 1:0 2:0
x = 0.0
1:0 1:0 1:0 1:0 1:0
i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0
0:8 0:75 0:67 0:5 2:0
not(i <= 9.0 and x = 0.0) 0:8 0:75 0:67 0:5 2:0

4.2

Experiment to

ompare

ost fun tion reliability

Ultimately, the validity of ost fun tions for test data sear h is an empiri al issue.
Ideally, ost fun tions should be ompared over a large sample of programs from
various appli ation areas. A less time onsuming experiment an be done with
syntheti programs generated automati ally. Consequently, a sample of programs
was generated by modifying the following program.

x := a + b +
y := a + b +
z := a + b +
if (x = a or

;
;
;
y = b or z = )

The modi ation rules, allowed: all o urren es of + to be repla ed by any
arithmeti operator, all o urren es of = to be repla ed by any relational predi ate, all o urren es of or to be repla ed by any binary logi al operator with
the possible insertion of a negation operator, in addition two binary operators
leftoperand and rightoperand were allowed throughout (ea h returning the
value of one operand) as a way of redu ing the length of expressions. The modiation rules, allowed variables (other than x, y and z) to be repla ed with any
other variable or a onstant drawn from a small set of integers.
For ea h program generated, at random, three opies were produ ed, the
rst was instrumented with the min and max ost fun tions of (Table 2) (herein
alled the min-max fun tions), the se ond with the aab
+b and a + b fun tions of
(Table 4) (herein alled the ratio-sum fun tions) and the third with onstant
fun tions so that a uniform random sear h is done. The relational predi ate
expression ost fun tions of Table 7 were used throughout with R = 1. For all
programs, the test goal was to nd values of a, b and , ea h from the domain
[ 4999; 5000℄ to ause entry into the onditional.
The geneti algorithm used for the sear h was of the steady-state variety
and similar to Genitor [10℄. Test inputs were oded not as binary strings but as
strings of integer. Reprodu tion takes pla e between two individuals who produ e
one or two o spring (depending on the hoi e of reprodu tion operator). These
o spring are then immediately inserted into the population (of size 50) expelling
the one or two least t. The population is kept sorted a ording to ost and the
probability of sele tion for reprodu tion is based on rank in this ordering.
4.3

Results

For ea h set of ost fun tions, Table 9 shows the number of trials (solns olumn)
in whi h a solution was found. Three attempts were made at ea h problem
and the table shows the total number of solutions found. The olumn headed
`evals' shows the mean number of tness fun tion evaluations used per solution,
ounting only ases where a solution was found. A number of the programs
generated were not ounted against any ost fun tion be ause they were either
too easy to solve ( olumn headed `trivial'), namely a solution was found in less
than 10 random attempts, or too diÆ ult ( olumn headed `failed'), be ause a
solution was not found within the limit on tness fun tion evaluations, set at
1000.
A rude attempt was made to distinguish between simple and more omplex
programs a ording to the synta ti omplexity of the arithmeti expressions.
All programs of the following form (where only or, and may be repla ed by
or, and) were lassed as simple.

Table 9.

program
type
simple
omplex

min-max

solns
1116
1853

evals
504
308

Performan e of ost fun tions
ratio-sum

solns
1309
2059

evals
456
313

random

solns
97
789

evals
436
301

trivial failed
0
0
16992 6237

x := a;
y := b;
z := ;
if (x = 1 or y = 1 and z = 1)

Simple programs all have a smooth ost surfa e (smoothest in the ase of ratiosum) but the solution set is small. In Table 9, the set of programs lassed as
omplex is simply the entire sample of syntheti programs generated.
It an be seen that for simple programs, the performan e of the ratio-sum
ost fun tions is better, the data shows a 17% outperforman e. For all programs,
the ratio-sum ost fun tions outperform the min-max ost fun tions by about
10%. A possible explanation for this di eren e is that there is less opportunity
for ratio-sum to take advantage of an improvement in more than one predi ate
expression ost at on e sin e su h moves are less likely to o ur as the jaggedness
of the ost surfa e in reases.

5

Con lusion

Several resear hers are using evolutionary sear h methods to sear h for test data
with whi h to test a program. The tness or ost fun tion depends on the test
goal but almost invariably an important omponent of the ost fun tion is an
estimate of the ost of satisfying a predi ate expression as might o ur in a
bran h ondition, an ex eption ondition, et .
It has been shown that the set of ommonly used ost fun tions for the satisfa tion of logi al predi ates (the min-max fun tions) perform poorly in ertain
ases. An alternative set of ost fun tions (the ratio-sum fun tions) has been
proposed whi h over ome these spe i problem ases. To determine the e e tiveness of the ratio-sum fun tions on a wider range of problems, an experiment
was done to ompare ost fun tions for a sample of syntheti programs. It has
been shown the ratio-sum ost fun tions modestly outperform the min-max ost
fun tions but more so for relatively simple programs. A possible explanation
for this is that the ability of ratio-sum to take advantage of an improvement
in more than one predi ate expression ost at on e an be better exploited in
simple programs.
Syntheti programs are an inexpensive way of subje ting ost fun tions to a
relatively large sample of programs but they an at best provide only an insight
into the behaviour of di erent ost fun tions. In terms of assessing the reliability

of di erent ost fun tions in pra ti e, they an be no more than a prelude to an
experiment with a large sample of real programs. Work is underway to do this.
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